Procalcitonin: improved biochemical severity stratification and postoperative monitoring in severe abdominal inflammation and sepsis.
Infections and sepsis are among the most devastating complications in abdominal surgery and significantly contribute to morbidity and mortality. Early and reliable diagnosis of septic complications is notoriously difficult, and the search for novel approaches to overcome this problem is still a compelling issue for clinicians. Among a large array of inflammatory parameters, procalcitonin (PCT), the 116-amino-acid pro-peptide of calcitonin, has gained considerable importance in identifying patients at risk of developing infection and sepsis in clinical practice. Along with the latest insights into pathophysiological aspects of this pro-hormone, the literature as well as our own experience on the usefulness of PCT determinations in patients with severe inflammatory abdominal disorders was reviewed. Although the term "sepsis" does not embrace the integral properties of PCT, a remarkable number of clinical studies have demonstrated the pivotal role of this parameter in the host response to microbial and fungal infections. In acute pancreatitis PCT allows early severity stratification and closely correlates with the development of subsequent pancreatic infections. In patients with peritonitis PCT reflects overall disease severity and is an early and reliable indicator of overall prognosis. Postoperative monitoring of PCT is a helpful tool to identify patients with evolving or persisting septic complications after elective and emergency abdominal surgery. Compared with established biochemical routine variables, PCT significantly contributes to earlier and better stratification of patients at risk of developing septic complications and provides excellent prognostic assessment in severe abdominal inflammation. The currently available test systems render PCT an applicable and readily available parameter under clinical routine and emergency conditions.